LEASE
MOBILE PHONES
Leasing your company’s telephones allows you to monitor technical
development instead of constantly remaining one step behind. At the
same time, choosing to lease is good for the environment. This is how
to make mobile phonevuse cheaper and easier:
Leasing is good for the
environment
Leasing your technical equipment is a flexible and economical way of accessing the latest
technology. Another advantage
which has become increasingly apparent of
late is the fact that a leasing solution is also
good for the environment. When you lease
your technical equipment, every component becomes part of an eco-cycle where
everything that can be recycled or reused
is utilised. Visit teliafinance.com to find out
more about this scheme and its benefits.

Damage protection
You can add comprehensive
insurance to our leasing offer.
This provides effective protection
against financial setbacks and disruptions to business should your
equipment be damaged. We then restore your
functionality quickly by repairing or replacing
the equipment, with no reduction in value,
throughout the entire agreement period.

In the event of an accident
Mobile phones do sometimes fall to the floor or
take an accidental bath. If you choose comprehensive insurance as an add-on option, you
will receive compensation in the event of an
accident. You can also conclude a service
agreement with the Telia partner supplying the
phones. This may involve benefits in the form
of preconfigured phones or faster repairs, for
example.

• If you buy your mobile phones from Telia, you can lease
them from Telia Finance. With this, we provide all your
company’s staff with phones within the scope of a single
lease agreement.
• We work together to devise a selection of models to be
offered, and the company then pays a fixed fee per phone
and month for these. You are then aware of all expenses in
advance, making it easy to budget, administer and follow up.
• The leasing solution also includes an asset management
function, providing you with a good overview of all the
mobile phones at your company. This helps you to maintain
a better overview when it is time to replace old phones with
newer models.
• Today’s mobile phones are often part of the company’s
IT infrastructure, connected to the Internet, email and
business system, for instance. This is handy, but also
something of a security risk. This is why it is important for
leased mobile phones to be disposed of securely when they
are returned. And if you lease from us, this is exactly what
we do!
• Another important element in our business model involves
disposing of and recycling used mobile phones with the
environment in mind. This service involves collecting your
end- of-life mobile phones and deleting all information from
them before recycling the handsets in an eco-friendly way.

How to take the next step

Would you like to find out more about our offers or place
an order? Contact us by phone 0771 88 30 50 or by visiting
teliafinance.com.

